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Part One:  Executive Summary 

 

 

INTRODUCTION: 

In the Spring of 2009, a team of researchers from the University of Kansas traveled to six 

communities across the United States who had applied to become one of the “100 Best 

Communities for Music Education.”  The goal of this project was to determine what are the 

galvanizing factors in communities that support music education (as determined by their 

successful application to the “Best Communities” competition).  Three of the communities 

visited were selected as “winners” of the competition, and the other three were not.  The 

communities were paired based on size, urban/rural status, and percentage of students on free & 

reduced lunches (a commonly used measure of SES). 

In each school district, the researchers conducted interviews and focus groups with music 

education teachers, school and district administrators, parents, and members of the community.  

The individual districts were responsible for the logistics of each visit, so the number and 

environment of the interviews and focus groups varied widely—from individual interviews in 

administrator offices to large focus groups under less-than-ideal conditions.  One district even 

arranged for the researchers to observe instruction in an elementary Orff class.  The interviews 

and focus groups were recorded and transcribed.  What appears below are some of the key points 

that surfaced as a result of these site visits. 

 Applicants came from a narrow portion of the spectrum.  Perhaps the most important 

finding from this study is that little difference merged between the competition winners and 

those schools who applied but did not make the list.  If one were to think of music education 

as lying on a continuum, only schools at the upper end of that continuum even applied for the 

competition.  Truly lacking districts appear to be unlikely even to apply for consideration as a 

“Best Community.”  As if to demonstrate this point, one of the districts we interviewed who 

had been unsuccessful in 2008 was selected for the award in 2009.   

This finding significantly affected the research of this project.  The researchers had been 

tasked with unearthing what characteristics separate successful from unsuccessful programs.  

However, the narrow spectrum of applicants means that the differences between those 

schools who were selected and those who were not are as large as one might expect.  When 

variations arise, they will be noted, but in general, data from all six communities will be 

considered together. 

 Music vs. Athletics. One difference that emerged between successful and unsuccessful 

applicants concerns small schools.  Perhaps because resources are more limited in small 

districts, the struggle for those resources between music and athletics programs is felt more 

intensely.  Interview subjects from unsuccessful small school expressed that, in their opinion, 

sports got more of the funding and attention in their district, and in the inevitable conflict 

over student time, athletics often pulled students away from music, both during the school 

day and extra-curricularly.  Participants from all groups in the unsuccessful school reported 

that athletics is closer to the center of the district’s attention in their district, while successful 

schools reported more of a balance between music and athletics. 
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 Music and money.  A second finding regarding successful and unsuccessful applicants, and 

not a surprising one, is that funding matters.  Schools who do not have the resources to 

provide a wide variety of courses, or music programs as part of their extracurricular/ 

afterschool activities, did not fare as well on the “Best Communities” survey.  But the 

funding picture goes beyond school-sponsored activities.  Community wealth also played a 

part in whether applicants were successful.  For example, one teacher reported that every 

member of her orchestra took private lessons.  Not surprisingly, that district was a successful 

applicant.  Another teacher charges students to participate in his afterschool chorus, 

generating nearly $6,000 in additional funds for his elementary program.  If families have the 

resources to supplement what the school can offer, be it private lessons or participation in 

community-level music opportunities, the school groups clearly benefit. 

 Communities and schools.  While the survey was intended to identify the best communities 

for music education, invariably the applicants were school districts, and sometimes 

individual schools.  In the smaller communities, this distinction is fairly negligible, since the 

school often serves as the central point of activity and identity in a small town.  However, in 

larger districts and communities, the lines are more blurred.  One large district visited by the 

researchers was 90 miles long.  Another was so large it was divided into boroughs, each 

displaying different levels of growth and decline.   Making sweeping generalizations about 

program quality or opportunities for music across such large programs was not always 

meaningful. 

 Music vs. No Child Left Behind.  The researchers were interested in determining whether 

the current climate of high-stakes testing was having any noticeable affect on both music 

offerings in the schools and student participation in those music offerings.  All communities 

reported, however, that music was holding steady in their course schedules.  Administrators 

acknowledged the difficulty in ensuring that a student’s need for remediation did not 

interfere with their ability to take music classes.  In fact, many administrators expressed the 

importance of guaranteeing that all students have the opportunity to find success in the arts. 

 Music and children with special needs.  Interview participants from all categories spoke to 

the importance of opportunities for students with special needs to take part in the arts, 

particularly music.  Some of the most compelling anecdotes told in defense of music 

education were of students who otherwise did not speak, or who were experiencing very little 

success in school, but who were able to perform solos in school performances and make 

considerable learning gains in conjunction with their music activities. 

 Music and “the research.”  When asked about the value of music education, participants in 

all categories regularly stated the benefits of music education to brain function, discipline, 

standard achievement tests, and myriad other positive effects to student learning.  Parents, 

teachers, administrators and community members were all under the impression that they 

“knew the research” about the importance of music to learning.  This finding is important for 

two reasons.  First, it shows that music education stakeholders across the spectrum value 

having what they perceive as hard data to support their opinions and impressions regarding 

the importance of music education in their students’ lives.  Second, it would also indicate that 

more research in this area would be most welcome in the field.   

 Music as a life skill.  More often than not, when asked about the benefits of music in the 

lives of their children, participants commented on benefits that were non-musical (academic 
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gains, for example).  However, when they discussed the value of music for its own sake, 

participants praised music education for teaching children a “life skill.”  When asked to 

defend music education, many participants mentioned that gaining skills and appreciation for 

music is something that people can use their entire lives—through participation in regional 

theatre, church choirs and other community-level opportunities.  They were quick to point 

out that skill in music was more likely to provide enjoyment and enrichment across the 

lifespan than, say, playing football or other intense sports. 

 

 

(Please note:  In the sections that follow, the six community sites were given pseudonyms to 

protect the anonymity of participants.) 
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Part Two:  Administrator Comments 

 

Researchers were able to speak with both school-level and district-level administrators in all six 

communities.  In the smaller districts, researchers spoke with at least one principal and the 

superintendent; in larger districts, access was more often given to the district-level fine arts 

administrator, in addition to principals or assistant principals.  In all cases, the administrators 

were able to speak with facility about music in their schools and why that music is important.  It 

must be acknowledged that this facility may have been the result of those administers who were 

selected by the districts to participate in the study (i.e., the assistant principal at a fine arts 

academy, or the principal in a “music demonstration site” school).  Regardless, the information 

gleaned from speaking with these administrators adds to the knowledge base of how music is 

faring in these schools, and the value that is placed upon it. 

The administrator’s perspective provides interesting depth to the study.  The fine arts 

administrators being a clear exception, those interviewed for this study were, by necessity, 

advocates of all of the activities and opportunities in their schools/districts.  They had the 

broadest perspective of the role of music education in the school, balancing its value with that of 

sports, other extracurricular activities, and academics.  They also had the keenest appreciation of 

more comprehensive educational concerns like budgeting, scheduling, and student assessment 

scores. Key topics will be addressed in detail below. 

Music and the budget.  Administrators in this study indicate that music education is faring at 

least as well as, if not better than, the rest of their curricular units.  The timing of our site visits—

during the economic downturn of the Spring of 2009, made this question trickier than it might 

have been just one year prior.  But in general, administrators reported making all efforts to 

ensure that the music opportunities of their districts remained intact: 

 . . .we have still maintained it as a priority, and music has not take any heavier a hit than 

any other academic program. . . .  I would say actual that music and the other arts program 

maybe fared better than some other things did. (Coastal City 1) 

 I don’t think [music education spending] is a hard sell here.  We have extreme cuts that we 

have to find, millions in the fall, and millions now, but they are not talking about cutting the 

arts.  Right now, they see the importance of the arts.  They understand that it’s the glue. 

(Columbia 5) 

If they start talking about cutting programs in the sate, we start screaming, “You can’t do 

that.” You touch too many lives when you touch a music program. (Gotham 2) 

Further, because of the role that music plays in the districts’ public image, music education may 

in fact enjoy a small amount of protection from budget cuts:   

This community is really focused on the arts.  Lord knows, the person in charge of the 

budget, we don’t touch the arts from a budget standpoint.  We think it’s important. 

(Columbia 3) 

Music and the course schedule.  The teachers interviewed for this study would confirm what 

administrators report—that music education is faring well in these schools’ daily schedules.  In 

spite of the pressures to give additional  time to key testing subjects like reading and 

mathematics, districts are not cutting music education offerings. 
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I think we do a pretty good job of protecting [music education] and not just pulling them out. 

. . .  We may pull them for a day or two, but we try to make sure they still stay in the courses. 

(Columbia 3) 

We want to keep the kids in band and choirs and all those things. So, even with testing and 

all that stuff, it’s still part of our program. It hasn’t been reduced back.  I’m glad about that. 

(Independence 2) 

As far as enrollment is concerned, the priority is getting into the fine arts program.  We 

really build our schedule around a fifth hour chamber choir so we are not offering things . . . 

that will keep kids from being able to perform in the choir. (Springfield 2) 

I think they’ve fared fairly well.  They really have.  Considering that high-stakes testing came 

in with remediation classes that took away elective classes. (Coastal City 1) 

Our music program is such that every child has music at least one time a week and some will 

have it twice.  This has not changed at all. . . .  They are not pulled out of music. (Gotham 2) 

If kids qualify and need the support or assistance, we do have to cut out a special.  We try 

very hard for music and Phys. Ed. To be last. (Georgetown 4) 

Music and the research.  Perhaps because of their broad perspective, or because of their less 

intimate role with school-level music education, administrators were the most likely group to talk 

about “the research” that supports the importance of music education—to learning, to student 

discipline, to brain development.   

Research shows.  I mean, music—math, music—intellect, music—well-balanced, what about 

language development? . . . I can always bring up the research.  The correlation between 

music participation and math I.Q. (Coastal City 2) 

Research shows that students who are involved in a music class perform higher in the 

academic subjects. (Gotham 8) 

Research has shown that music is a niche for kids.  Generally kids who are involved in music 

score higher from a standard achievement point of view because of the concentration they 

have to have, the training, the skills. (Columbia 3) 

 . . .there’s plenty of research that backs listening to classical music and different kinds of 

music that help with patterns and things like that mathematically. . .  [T]here’s way more 

research out there that supports these kinds of activities for academics than sports do, in my 

opinion. (Independence 2) 

With the exception of two administrators, comments about the research into the benefits of music 

education were fairly general and not tied to any particular study. 

I just noticed today on ASCD publication how much music affects academics.  The more 

students become involved in music, the better their grades are.  I think it’s . . the regimented 

practices they have and the performances and all this.  It makes them plan better with their 

academics because they have to.  (Gotham 2) 

[I] did my research on kids and extra-curricular activities and what it does to their GPAs. 

No matter what it was, it helps their GPA. . . .  It’s not just about athletics to get kids 

involved and interested or to keep them wanting to come every day.  There is a lot of 

research out there that supports [this premise]. (Springfield 2) 
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Music and sports. Perhaps because of their limited resources—both in terms of finances and 

student talent—the strain between music and sports was felt most strongly by small-district 

administrators.  The friction between athletics and music, and who was perceived as “winning,” 

was one of the few areas of delineation between the small school that was selected for the “Best 

Communities” list and the one that was not.  First are comments from administrators in the 

selected school: 

A lot of educators throughout their careers complain that athletics run the school.  I do not 

feel that way here.  I feel like the music department is first and foremost.  Athletics may be up 

there (gesturing) with them, but the people in this community are very proud of their music 

department. (Springfield 2) 

I would say most of the art in the community does revolve around the school music program. 

. . .  From a school perspective, I would say that basketball is also extremely important to 

this community, not that wars are raged between the two, but I would say those would be the 

two predominant forces. (Springfield 3) 

These comments are in contrast to administrators from the unsuccessful small-school applicant: 

I think athletics will take precedence of anything [for community support] just because we 

have so many in every season and the kids are involved.  After that, I’d say we get more 

people to our music productions. (Independence 4) 

Our gymnasiums are kind of the center of the community.  Everybody comes to watch 

activities, games, all the sports and different things like that.  (Independence 2) 

We have a Booster Club which helps provide sports and activities and things like that.  To my 

knowledge, they’ve never been tapped to help with band or choir music. (Independence 2) 

This community likes sports, that’s a fact. (Independence 3) 

One suburban district principal offered an insightful perspective on the relationship between 

athletics and music in her large high school: 

Well, I think in high school, you have got to have your music and you have got to have your 

athletics. . . .  I think both are critical to a high school, and the performance of the high 

school, and the perception out there.  If you have good programs in both of these areas, then 

it makes the rest of [the school] look good, too. . . .  That’s because the parents are going to 

come see their kids.  If they’re here supporting their kids, [the kids] are going to be better. 

(Gotham 2) 

Community support. Administrators often spoke on the connection between music and the 

community from a macro perspective.  They viewed their district’s music performances and 

outreach as an important and effective way to engage the community—beyond school parents— 

in the activities of their schools.   

I think there’s no question, our community values the arts.  Luckily, administration knows 

that.  I don’t think they would challenge us for that reason.  The community would not stand 

for it.  They just won’t. (Gotham 9) 

Some of the best teachers are there [in this school], some of the best kids in the county are 

there.  They may not have all the financial resources, but we overcome that through our very 

strong community ties which we have.  (Gotham 3) 
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[The community] supports this arts in this area, not just the music, but they see the 

importance of music education.  They want their children to belong. . . .  The community is 

very involved.  We pack all of our performances. . . .  Almost all of our music performances 

are at capacity, even at the elementary schools. (Gotham 8) 

We have a program once a month.  We send out invitations to the community, and it’s usually 

packed when we have it, because they like to come. . . .  We open the school and our 

community is very involved in it. (Columbia 2) 

The relationship between community and school in small towns merits some exploration.  

Because opportunities for sports, arts, or other kinds of entertainment are often quite limited, the 

school’s cultural activities often serve as the community’s cultural activities as well. 

It’s a farming community, the values are very solid, you know—small town America. . . .  The 

community values education. . . .  The school is connected with the community very closely. 

(Independence 3) 

One very positive sign in the community is that the adults, not connected with the school 

even, think it’s important to have the arts in the community. (Springfield 3) 

The school is the center of attention.  We are small enough and far enough away from [the 

city] that what we do here is the most important thing in this community. (Springfield 2) 

Music as a “hook.” When asked to justify the role of music education in their schools, 

administrators often referred to its ability to be a “hook”— for some students, music (or the arts 

more generally) may in fact be what keeps them in school and focused on succeeding 

academically. 

You know the kids, no matter what it is, whether it’s music, athletics, math team, or the Latin 

club or model UN, whatever it is, if they know you care about what they are doing, it makes 

all the difference.  (Gotham 2) 

They [visitors] see the enthusiasm, the difference it’s making, they talk to the kids and see the 

connection those kids have to school; [music] gets them connected.  They come to school, 

they look forward to that and they try to do better in their other classes so they will have an 

opportunity [to be in music]. (Gotham 3) 

We’ve kept kids in school because of music, drama, athletics.  Those extra-curricular 

activities are a hook  for the kids and those teachers, sponsors, and community members 

work with those kids.  They are mentors to those kids.  They provide an opportunity for those 

kids to say, “Hey, it’s important that you stay in school.  If you do this, these are the 

possibilities.” (Columbia 3) 

This provides an opportunity for students to grab a hold of something and say, “I’m 

interested in this, I like this, it makes me feel good.  It gives me an opportunity to excel.  I 

might not be the best math student, but I can sing.  I might not be the best in English, or I 

might not be the best athlete, but you know what?  I can play the trumpet or the violin and I 

can provide some enjoyment to somebody. (Columbia 3) 

For my money, having a student who belongs to something is probably one of the biggest 

ingredients  for success, as far as overall school experience.  And I think our music teachers 

really  zero in on that, and they try to connect to kids through the fact that they like music, 

and also just the fact that [students] need somebody who knows that they are an individual. . 
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. .  And you know, if you can make a kid feel important, you’ve got ‘em in the palm of your 

hand.  (Coastal City 1) 

If you can hook them into one thing . . .  And if it’s music, you can bring the rest along.  It 

take the interest of one teacher, of one staff member, and if it’s a music teacher, then you can 

bring the rest [of their academics] along.  (Georgetown 4) 
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Part Three:  Parent/Community Comments 

 

Researcher access to parents and community members varied considerably from district to 

district.  The arrangements for interviews and focus groups were left to the discretion of the 

district hosts, so the researchers had to work within the confines of whatever those arrangements 

might have been.  One district did not schedule any meetings with community members; all six 

helped the researchers meet with parents. 

Information gained from talking with parents and community members have been grouped 

together for two key reasons.  In some communities, only one focus group was scheduled that 

combined representative parents and community members.  In other groups exclusively 

designated to be members of the community, it became apparent that many group members were 

actually parents of school alumni.  Because their information is conflated in these ways, it will be 

considered in one category. 

Community connections.  Both parents and community members acknowledge the importance 

of community in creating an environment for good music education.  Their comments 

demonstrate that this key relationship is reciprocal.  The community must come into the schools 

and enhance the arts opportunities available there.  Further, the school needs to be involved as an 

arts provider for the community.  By working together in this manner, a culture can be fostered 

that cultivates the arts. 

[Our community] created an environment here where children and babies are exposed to the 

best [music] there is.  That’s something that probably makes us unique.  (Columbia 4) 

I think that it’s not uncommon with a lot of businesses whey they have a luncheon or a 

reception. They call their [partner] schools to come and they do make a contribution to that 

program if the schools come.  (Columbia 4) 

I was surprised, when I first hit town just how active the communities were in the area and 

how much quality was involved in it too. (Independence 1) 

[Music] is done well and well attended by the community. (Independence 1) 

They’ve been responsible for bringing in a lot of college bands for the kids, for everybody to 

enjoy.  The community, too. . . .  They know where to get these people in so our little 

community can be exposed to something a little bit different. (Springfield 4) 

I think we have a good community turnout when there is something.  Parents, grandparents, 

uncles, aunts . . . (Springfield 4) 

Parental support of the school.  It is no surprise that schools that are successful in cultivating 

music education do so with the support of parents.   

I think you see a really broad base of parental support for whatever the children are doing.  

And the music programs, whatever they be—band, choral, or some other type of specialized 

[music]—always have a booster group. (Columbia 4) 

The parents who get involved are quite active. (Georgetown 3) 

We are blessed to live in a community where so many of the parents are vested in music.  

(Georgetown 2) 
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Music vs. Sports.  The potential tensions between music and sports programs in small schools 

was not lost upon parents and community members.  These groups echoed the concerns 

expressed by their districts’ administrators.  The small school where administrators felt the 

struggle between these two programs had parents and community members who felt the same 

way.   

I really don’t know the numbers, but I can’t imagine what they spend on the music program 

is even the tip of the iceberg compared to what they spend on sports. (Independence 6) 

There were several times that we had a dress rehearsal and the kids had to leave because 

they had sports and a lot of our coaches don’t make allowances if you’re involved in choir. 

(Independence 6) 

I think the sports programs really . . .It takes center stage, it’s just a lot of things in town 

revolve around sports. (Independence 6) 

In the district where music and sports appear to coexist more amiably, parents noted this 

relationship as well. 

 [The coaches] work well with us.  The athletic director knows if there is a parade on this 

weekend, he will try to schedule volleyball around it.  We work together. . . .  We get very 

busy.  But we don’t have to pick one or the other. (Springfield 4) 

The research.  Like school administrators, a few parents & community members were confident 

in their knowledge of the research on the benefits of music participation. 

 I don’t have the statistics, but I know it’s true.  Students who are immersed in the arts are 

better academically.  They always achieve at a higher level. . . .  It’s because they are so 

disciplined in that art form.  It transfers over to their academic success.  (Columbia 4) 

When children are exposed to a breadth of experience from a very young age, they are 

developing all those neural pathways. The more pathways you build and the younger you 

build them, the more you can maximize their potential across the curriculum, not just for the 

arts. (Columbia 4) 

Music for life.  One benefit that parents and community members attributed to music education 

is that it can develop in students a lifelong appreciation for the arts.  This, they believed, was a 

key reason that music education is important to their children in particular, and their schools in 

general: 

My [grown] son, he just loves all kinds of music and I really have to attribute it to his 

education that he got here and his involvement with the school. (Springfield 4) 

You want them to enjoy music education growing up and enjoying it, but you want more for 

them.  This has been a place that has helped give them that step in the right direction. . . .  

[The directors] have done a marvelous job preparing the kids for being more than just a 

music student, but a community member. (Springfield 4) 

Music is something that kids can enjoy and participate in the rest of their lives. . . .  Once you 

get out of high school, the opportunities are pretty limited as far as some of the sports  But 

you know, there’s so many things that involve music and the fine arts, it really is helpful for 

kids to have that experience. (Independence 6) 
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I would brag about the fact that these are lifetime hobbies and lifetime skills that these kids 

[have]. (Independence 6) 

By making [music opportunities] easy, you can squeeze this in and make it more a part of 

your life, and once they start experiencing it, they don’t want to let it go. (Gotham 4) 

The “hook,” continued. Like administrators, parents and community members credit music 

with being the enticement that retains some kids who are otherwise at risk of disengaging in 

school or even dropping out. 

The band and choir rooms are safe havens.  When they come back into these rooms, the know 

that they are going to be respected as a part of the program.  Not because they are the best 

player or the best singer, but because they are a part.  (Springfield 4) 

If we didn’t have band, I think they would give up on [school] because they wouldn’t have a 

reason to.  Some kids get good grades anyway because it is expected.  Others do it for band 

and if band was gone I don’t think it would happen as much.  (Springfield 4) 

If you don’t have music, you’re going to lose children out of the school system.  You’re going 

to lose them.  Because music keeps their interest where it needs to be so much of the time. 

(Coastal City 3) 

She has shown such an interest [in music] that she’s more excited about coming to school.  It 

has made a huge difference in her life. (Coastal City 3) 
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Part Four:  Teacher Comments 

 

Access to teachers varied widely from site to site. The largest site in the study gave researchers 

access only to the staff in one middle school; another site set up a focus group of music educators 

from across the district.  Generally, access fell somewhere between these two extremes, to 

include a choral director, band director, and occasionally an orchestra director per site.  Of the 

three groups, the music educators were the most likely to make building-specific comments (the 

exception being those teachers who currently serve more than one building).  They were also the 

most reflective in their responses regarding the value of music education. 

 

District-level support.  From the data, it appears that level of support from administrators (with 

“support” defined as funds, equipment, and/or program and teacher advocacy) strongly 

distinguishes schools from communities that made the “Best Communities” list from schools that 

did not.  Perhaps district-level support, or at least the perception of that support, makes a tangible 

difference in school-level music programs. 

I have to say that the [district-level] music office were the ones who really enabled us. . . .  I 

think that sets us apart.  As a teacher in this district, just the support.  That they would take a 

chance on what turned out to be an amazing experience. (Georgetown 2) 

Again, that support for trying something new, going out of the box a little bit. (Georgetown 

2) 

I just want you to know how much [the music administrator] is such an integral part of this. . 

. .  And any kind of opportunity that comes down, you know, she’s right there for it.  And 

she’s always there when we need something.  There couldn’t be a better person in that 

position. (Coastal City 3)   

Our board has been very supportive in the past.  Whey I go in and say to the board, “I would 

like to take a big trip” . . . They go “Yeah, yeah, yeah will you quit with this so we can vote 

on it and move on?” They’re very supportive of us.  For money, they try to do what they can. 

(Springfield 1) 

That takes a county level commitment, at the level of the music office, to make sure that in the 

county budget, there’s always music money.  And that the program isn’t cut. (Georgetown 1) 

To be honest, I don’t think [defending music education] would be needed in this county.  

Most of the board members support the arts and know how important it is to this community.  

(Gotham 5) 

I think it is probably a function of the fact that there is so much that they are having to deal 

with now, more so than ever before, and so many levels of accountability. . . . Generally it’s a 

good level of support. (Gotham 7) 

 

Funding issues.  Teacher comments regarding their program budgets were generally positive.  

Some were given specific dollar amounts to spend each year; others were expected to ask their 

school-level administrator or district arts administrator for funds to make wanted or needed 
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purchases.  Like district support, secure funding appears to be a crucial distinguishing factor 

between the communities that did and did not make the “Best Communities” list. 

If I needed a budget, if I needed something, I could get it.  I try to stay independent of that so 

my little work can stay really easy. . . .   I can’t think of anything I would buy at this point.  I 

don’t use the stuff I have.  (Gotham 1) 

I don’t think we’re in bad shape.  We sort of feel like our needs are taken care of here. . . .  

[We had some cuts this year], but that was across the board for all program.  And our 

administrator didn’t just cut music.  They cut art, they cut science, they cut across the board. 

(Georgetown 1) 

Coming from the school I was at, the budget here is a lot better.  We were started with full 

instrumentation—plenty of instruments, plenty of quality instruments, too.  (Gotham 5) 

We have money to purchase solo/ensemble literature.  We were started with $25,000 to 

purchase solo/ensemble music, just to give you a number.  We ordered a great diversity, 

planning on the program to grow. (Gotham 5) 

Coming from [another state], I was amazed that there even was a budget.  There never was a 

budget [there].    The word budget was never used [there]. . . .  I got here, and on the first 

day in our music meeting, [the district music administrator] handed a paper that told us how 

much we were getting. . . .  I was just stunned, you know? (Gotham 7) 

My budget has been $100, which would buy two pieces of music.  When I started at my high 

school, I had two instruments and no music.  Not one single piece of music. . . .  I have spent 

an enormous amount of my own money just because it’s difficult to teach nothing. (Columbia 

1) 

You know, I’ve never been told that I have a budget and whenever I turn something in, it’s 

always approved.  And I should probably not point that out to anybody! (Independence 5) 

Not all of the funding picture can be represented by the budgets that programs receive from their 

districts.  Family support can also affect the ability of a music program to succeed.  The effect of 

parent economic status on band programs is best exemplified by access to private lessons.   

Well, yeah, it’d be great if everybody took private lessons, but there isn’t anybody in this 

count that I’m aware of that teaches band privately.  You have to go to [the city] . . . it’s a 

45-minute drive or so from here, each way, in addition to whatever it is payments you make 

and then it’s a matter of scheduling. (Independence 5) 

I probably have 850 [elementary-age] kids, probably 125 take private lessons.  So again, 

demographics. (Gotham 1) 

My kids, most who take private lessons go to [nearby cities].  There are opportunities there.  

We have the same with the vocal department. . . .  Compared to the last 30 years, we have 

quite a few kids studying. (Springfield 1) 

I have about 15 or 20% of my students taking lesson.  I would like it to be higher, but I 

understand  for some kids it’s based on financial needs of the family.  (Georgetown 1) 

Very few [are] taking private voice. . . . In a typical choir, 35 students, maybe 7 or 8 take 

piano. . . .  Even in the band and orchestra programs, I’ve talked to the teachers about this, it 
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might be 20% taking private study.  They all which is was a lot more than that, though. 

(Gotham 7) 

I’m at some of the more economically challenged schools.  I haven’t had a single student 

take private lessons in the four years I have been teaching here. (Columbia 1) 

The whole wind ensemble was taking lessons, so right there its 30% plus most of Sym. 2 as 

well.  It really pays off. (Gotham 5) 

 

Music teacher reputations.  When asked how they believed they were perceived by their peers, 

all of the responses were positive.  There was no sense that music educators felt devalued by the 

other teachers in their buildings. 

I try to be a team player. I think that if I try to be a team player with everyone else, they will 

try to be a team player with me.  (Linn 1) 

I have to say that every school I have worked in at [this district] I’ve been around, I’ve been 

looked at as an expert in my field. (Georgetown 1) 

At the grade school we are really important.  Not so sure up here at the high school level, 

junior high, but the grade school—music is critically important. (Independence 5) 

Up here you know—we’re kind of one big family.  But like a lot of families, not everybody is 

always that great with everybody else.  There’s certain brothers and sisters, you know.  I 

think we’re pretty well supported; I think people here in the high school appreciates us for 

what we do, for what we do with our students. (Independence 5) 

 

Parents.  With the exception of a teacher in a particularly challenging school, music educators 

felt supported by their parent groups.  Some schools, typically high schools, have organized 

parent booster clubs.  Others rely on an informal group of volunteers who regularly make their 

willingness to be of assistance known. 

We have no parent involvement at [my school].  It’s not just in music; it’s across the board.  

The PTA turnout is very slim. (Columbia 1) 

I have a strong booster organization that raises money when we need it and they’re pretty 

good.  I’m pretty non-demanding with budget. Boosters help with stuff like that.  They’ve 

never been shy about helping out.  (Springfield 1) 

In both ensembles we have parents involve with the [afterschool] program, so they come and 

support that as well.  And play in the ensembles as well.  Like a little community. 

(Georgetown 1) 

We do have parents who would do anything that we say we need them to do at the drop of a 

hat.  (Georgetown 1) 

Monetarily, I had parents come in when the building was built, [asking] “What is it you are 

not going to get from the county that we can supplement?” (Gotham 1) 
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Scheduling.  Teachers were acutely aware that their ability to achieve music excellence hinges 

to a large degree on their access to their students, and that access is dependent upon how their 

building sets the daily course schedule.   

Here is where our community thrives above most.  You want the secrets of . . . Our best 

kids—we make it so our best kids can be in band and choir. . . .   I tell them why: because I 

teach you to read, you have to read to be in my program, and she teaches you to listen, you 

gotta listen  to be in her program.  If you can read and you can listen, holy schneikies.  

There’s are full musician we are talking about. (Springfield 1) 

A lot of it is teacher driven, but we are fortunate [here] to have some really dedicated 

teachers in the middle school that will help facilitate in a school where students have to make 

a choice [between choir and band]. (Georgetown 1) 

We are also fortunate to have administration that understands the situation and supports our 

needs.  The music schedule drives the whole building, it really does. (Georgetown 1) 

If I had to comment about what the support would be . . . scheduling against sports is our 

biggest problem.  Big time. (Independence 5) 

You could throw the old “this is academic” thing and “that’s sports, that’s EXTRA 

curricular,” focus on the word “extra” and then they kind of go, “Okay, yeah, got it.” . . . 

It’s the same kids.  If you’re tugging on the kids, you’re basically going to rip something, 

somebody is going to get hurt and that’s not god for the kids. (Independence 5) 

 

Community relations.  One important way that music educators define program success is in 

their relationship to the community at large.  Whether people beyond parents attend their 

performances, or even just come to the school,  is one tangible measure of community support. 

I guess we are really the center of [the arts], really.  In a small town like this, we are the 

center of it for everything.  If there is a basketball game, the whole town comes to that.  If 

there is a concert, everyone comes to that. . . .  That’s life in a small town.  (Springfield 1) 

I think they are very supportive.  We have numerous opportunities to perform out in the 

community. . . .  And they are so supportive.  They just love it.  We have people come to our 

concert who in some cases don’t even have kids who go to this school. . . .  For our evening 

performances we had sell-out audiences of more than 400 packed into our cafeteria.  So 

that’s not just parents coming, it’s the community who hears about it and comes out to 

support. (Georgetown 1) 

Parents, a lot of the community [attend concerts], because it’s a new school.  Which is really, 

really great.  Lots of new faces.  People coming up, [saying] “We saw it on the marquee on 

the way by, so we decided to come out.  So it’s really good. (Gotham 5) 

In this building the county has looked at the school as being a community center.  With the 

way the economy is going and people’s lives are going, how can we service parent and 

family needs?  Can we give them opportunities that they might wish for by allowing some of 

these things to happen? (Gotham 1) 
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Why music?  Music educators had a number of thoughtful responses to the question regarding 

the importance of music education.  Most would have little difficulty in defending the time, 

attention, and resources that schools allot to their music programs. 

Music is its own body of knowledge.  We don’t need to leave that out either—the importance 

of the subject for itself.  Sometimes we try to defend outside our area.  Really, we all truly 

believe that music is important by itself.  These other things are just benefits to the side. 

(Columbia 1) 

I think that every individual needs to be well-rounded. . . .   Well-roundedness is a virtue. . . .  

Everybody needs to know a little bit about everything. (Springfield 1) 

This is our average student, who through some administrative and teacher commitment got 

[to stay in band]. [He] grabbed her by the hand, gave her some personalized time and a way 

to be a leader in a class and keep her music going.  [Her grades in] everything else has 

increased.  What more can we ask for?  She is loving it.  Pull music from her and she will 

probably continue in a downwards spiral. (Georgetown 1) 

Obviously, we can throw statistics at them left or right, about music does this for a kid, music 

raises a team, music does this and that.  But there is nothing that beats the hands-on 

experience of seeing what these kids are going through and what they do every day.  Really 

powerful.  (Gotham 5) 

In the climate in which schools function now-days, with accountability and all this, I would 

probably need to resort to information that I would rather not resort to.  That would be 

festival ratings, and so forth.  Generally, I probably would point to children’s experiences, 

the value of these experiences for building student efficacy, for the development of teamwork, 

discipline, autonomy, self-regulation, a whole variety of things that are happening as a result 

of their involvement [in music]. (Gotham 7) 

Bottom line is, so you will be more human.  That’s why we teach music. . . . to help you be 

more human, to help you touch that part of your inner self that I’m sure can be done other 

ways, but for me music does that. . . .  And I would say that there is a humanity in music that 

I believe people need to experience, and you can’t experience all of it just by sitting and 

listening.  Some of it, you have to be on the other side of the audience, on the other side of the 

state and perform it to really experience that part of what I think is really important in that 

level of life. (Independence 5) 

Assessment.  Most of what teachers had to say about their student assessment practices was 

expected—they follow their state music standards, and do their best to evaluate significant 

numbers of students on a regular enough basis to be able to note progress (or the lack therein).  

One teacher, however, had something more profound to say about student assessment. 

Several years ago, when I was teaching elementary school, [music] was eliminated from the 

report card. I fought that . . .because I was afraid that to lose a piece that was assess for 

music would demote the importance of music in the student’s life. (Georgetown 1) 
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Part Five:  Quotation Bank 

 

(These participant responses when asked to defend music in the schools.  They are a source for 

great quotations about the value of music in the lives of children.) 

I think it’s very, very important to say that we’re in the business of creating a well-rounded 

citizenry.  And that includes, not just math and science and literacy skills, but it includes 

appreciation for the arts.  And that many kids learn in different ways.  And that when we let them 

get physically and mentally engaged with something, they walk away with a skill set that is 

powerful.  And I think that’s what music and the arts does for our kids, as much so as anything. 

(Coastal City 1) 

We have to do whatever we need to do to ensure that arts are continued in this school district.  

We have to provide opportunities for kids to be successful and for kids to come to public 

education.   If we take the arts out, that’s another opportunity for kids not to take public 

education. (Columbia 3) 

Take away music for just a day and what would our life be like?  How can we not teach it?  How 

can we not support it? (Georgetown 2) 

As human beings, isn’t it a part of our happiness, really, thinking of others and giving to others?  

So I tell them when we are getting ready for our winter concert, “Think about your audience . . . 

.  What can our music do for them?”  So its from our heart to their heart.  And all the arts do 

that.  So how can we not support something that feeds our spirit? (Georgetown 2) 

It important that we teach fine arts because it teaches us part of who we are.  I had a high school 

English teacher that once said, the arts aren’t going to make the plumber a better plumber.  The 

arts are going to make the plumber a better person. (Columbia 1) 

I think if you look across the country, you look at what makes those 100 schools and communities 

best, and I really think that it takes educators that are willing to invest themselves in the 

communities. . . .  We live in this community.  We love these people.  This is our people. . . .  I’m 

not the best band director in the world, but I have stayed here and loved these people.  That’s the 

difference. (Springfield 1) 

Its just a matter of raising a community that supports music and involves people more than 

anything.  (Springfield 1) 


